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2019-2020 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Katharine “Kit” O’Brien Rohn ’82
   CHAIR
   DARIEN, CT
Dr. Shelley Marks ’81
   VICE CHAIR
   SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Christopher L. Brigham
   SECRETARY
   WEST HARTFORD, CT
Thomas Regan P’13
   TREASURER
   AVON, CT

Chad S. Alfeld P’19
   SIMSBURY, CT
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
   TRUSTEE EMERITA
   BEDFORD HILLS, NY
Elizabeth “Sue” Rockwell Cesare
   TRUSTEE EMERITA
   SOUTH NORWALK, CT
Kevin Chessen P’17
   SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
   TRUSTEE EMERITA
   HOBE SOUND, FL
Harriet Blees Dewey ’60,
   P’86, GP’21
   RIDGFIELD, CT
Leander Altifois Dolphin ’95, P’24
   HARTFORD, CT
Mishone Donelson P’25
   FARMINGTON, CT
Lindsay P. Flynn ’05
   WASHINGTON, DC
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05
   EX OFFICIO, ALUMNAE BOARD CO-CHAIR
   BRONXVILLE, NY
Colleen Magnus P’20
   EX OFFICIO, EWSPA PRESIDENT,
   BURLINGTON, CT
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77
   BALTIMORE, MD
Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco ’79
   GREENWICH, CT
Gitte Pedersen-Botero P’21
   MONTAUK, NY
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
   TRUSTEE EMERITA
   GREENWICH, CT
Sahba Sadegh-Vaziri ’82
   NEW YORK, NY
Pamela J. Safford ’81
   NEW CANAAN, CT
Emma Simon ’89
   WEST HARTFORD, CT
Linda Strohmeyer P’21
   TUXEDO PARK, NY
Dr. Meera Viswanathan
   EX OFFICIO, HEAD OF SCHOOL
   SIMSBURY, CT
Emily Wick P’15
   NORFOLK, MA
Teresa C. Younger
   BROOKLYN, NY

2019–2020 ALUMNAE BOARD

Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05
   CO-CHAIR
   NEW YORK, NY
Jamiah Tappin ’00
   CO-CHAIR
   BOSTON, MA

Eda Eleanor (Ellie) Bell ’12
   NEW YORK, NY
Nina Chukwura ’17
   WEST HARTFORD, CT
Caryl VanRanst Dearing ’60
   OAK BLUFFS, MA
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey ’83, P’20
   BOSTON, MA
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
   MALIBU, CA
Nickole Hart Dunn ’96
   WEATOGUE, CT
Alicia Little Hodge ’01
   WASHINGTON, DC
Isabella Manganiello ’19
   AVON, CT
Eliza David Massaro ’92
   AVON, CT
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82
   RICHMOND, VA
Tracey Reifler ’82
   SEATTLE, WA
Mahori Shigeta ’10
   TOKYO, JAPAN
Katharine Swibold ’78
   TARRYTOWN, NY
Cynthia T. Vega ’86
   DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Eliza Wetmore ’18
   DARIEN, CT
Shayna Whyte-Huguley ’95
   WINDSOR, CT
Gwendolyn Wood Wisely ’96
   RUMSON, NJ
The academic year of 2019-20 was truly a story of two parts. In the fall we began the year on campus as we all expected, with students pursuing opportunities to excel, from student artists displaying their work at a university-hosted Scholastic Art Award ceremony to Walker’s ski team winning first place in the opening competition of the year. Athletes were recognized by the New England Preparatory School Athletic Council in a variety of sports. Four students were awarded their Girl Scout Gold Award and nearly 50 Walker’s students were selected to compete in the nation’s longest-running and most prestigious math contest.

Walker’s musicians performed at the Northeast Regional Festival Concert. Students’ literary successes in a range of genres won commendations at the Scholastic Arts and Writing competition, the New York Times Personal Narrative Essay Contest and invitations to join Middlebury’s Breadloaf Young Writers conference. And a senior, while participating in the Girls With Impact program, was inspired to found ‘Mirror Me Diverse,’ a program to distribute diverse books to classrooms countrywide. Nurturing these inspired students in their achievements were Walker’s extraordinary faculty.

Before we could catch our breath from these bright, early moments in the academic year, we found ourselves engulfed by the COVID-19 pandemic. During spring break, Walker’s faculty and staff achieved the unimaginable: pivoting an entire school toward a new academic model, an opportunity that was termed ‘emergency remote teaching’ over a matter of days.

With our student body spread out across different time zones and continents, we commenced the remainder of the spring semester virtually — and did not miss a beat as we transitioned to this new teaching and learning environment in which students learned remotely both synchronously and asynchronously. By pulling together, and placing the needs of our students at the heart of every conversation, decision, and plan, Walker’s faculty and staff were able to deliver a virtual academic program of the highest possible quality. In response, our students continued to excel. Two of our students won the Harvard Alumni for Global Women’s Empowerment Writing Contest (the only U.S school students to do so) while others won honorable mentions for their poetry in the Smith Poetry Competition and Nancy Thorp Poetry Contest, just by way of a few examples.

As a school, we have experienced a series of events that has reshaped us and left its indelible mark on our history. Across the country, and indeed the globe, we are all grappling with the complexities of our present circumstances. At Walker’s, we are differentiated by our transcendence of this challenge, of this opportunity — emerging stronger as an institution — with our students flourishing, our enrollment growing, and our community united.

When all else is stripped away, and we hold our collective health as precious cargo in our hands, we are faced with choices of how to proceed. There is only one path we can take and that is to move forward, in unison. How we have risen as a community in this moment!

Our resolve to fulfill our mission has been strengthened by this test of our fortitude. Our passionate dedication to the pursuit of an academic experience so enriching that our students become the thinkers, change-makers, and leaders of tomorrow has been spurred ever onward. It is your philanthropy and collective dedication to our School that have been the cornerstones of this steadfast progression. Your giving this past year has underpinned our present, our history, and our future.

Faculty were outstanding, delivering an extraordinary education, and Walker’s did not just endure, but rather transcended the experience of finding ourselves in a pandemic, emerging as a strengthened community. In the most testing of times, we can be forced to confront the depth of our character. Faced with this introspection at Walker’s, we have revealed a core strength so radiant that it lights our path forward. We are bold, we are courageous, and we will endure through this moment to rise stronger from it, and greet our bright future together.

Eleanor Roosevelt wisely observed, “The giving of love is an education in and of itself.” We at Walker’s might add, “The giving of an education is also love in and of itself.” We thank you for your love that has made so many educations possible at our beloved School.

My sincerest thanks and unending gratitude for your love and support,

Dr. Meera Viswanathan
Head of School
SOURCES AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS — FY 2019-2020

Total Sources of Funds
$19,979,294

Other Income
$1,810,707
9%

Tuition and Fees
$12,556,099
63%

Other Contributions
$2,152,078
11%

Annual Fund for Walkers
$1,957,410
10%

Endowment Support
$1,503,000
7%

Auxiliary
$1,948,999
9%

Instruction
$3,886,084
18%

General and Administrative
$2,991,568
14%

Financial Aid
$4,921,427
23%

Other Contributions
$2,152,078
11%

Application of Funds
$21,509,299

Student Support
$4,823,375
22%

Plant Operation
$2,937,846
14%

Application of Funds
$21,509,299

Instruction
$3,886,084
18%

Auxiliary
$1,948,999
9%

General and Administrative
$2,991,568
14%

Financial Aid
$4,921,427
23%

UNRESTRICTED ANNUAL GIFTS BY CONSTITUENCY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY’20 Constituent Count</th>
<th>Constituent Group</th>
<th>FY’20 Total Donors</th>
<th>FY’20 Participation</th>
<th>FY’20 Total Raised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Trustee</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>$466,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Former Trustee</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>$555,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,415</td>
<td>Alumnae</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
<td>$1,510,346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Alumnae Board</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
<td>$14,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>Current Parents/Guardians</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
<td>$99,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,745</td>
<td>Past Parents/Guardians</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>$413,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>$18,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Faculty/Staff</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
<td>$18,149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Donors who belong to more than one constituency group have the dollar amount of their gifts counted for all relevant categories and are counted in the donor number and percentages for all relevant categories.

ENDOWMENT COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Total Endowment on 6/30/20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ethel Walker School</td>
<td>$22,978,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon Old Farms School</td>
<td>$53,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkshire School</td>
<td>$134,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham Hall</td>
<td>$59,070,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deerfield Academy</td>
<td>$603,352,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Willard School</td>
<td>$105,569,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Loomis Chaffee School</td>
<td>$214,161,278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Hall’s School</td>
<td>$15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Porter’s</td>
<td>$129,307,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Madeira School</td>
<td>$68,688,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster School</td>
<td>$103,039,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDOWMENT HISTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Endowment on June 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$17,459,967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$16,643,872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$24,718,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>$25,386,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>$22,905,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$22,978,511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leadership Giving Societies

The Leadership Giving Societies represent our most generous donors. Their significant Annual Fund for Walker’s, Capital, and Endowment gifts make the current programs and future plans a reality, for which we are most grateful.

Copper Beech Society
($100,000 +)

Copper Beech Society members are donors who have pledged to give $100,000 or more to Walker’s over three years.

Alexandra Badger Airth ’83
Margaret Ashforth ’84
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Harriet Blees Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21
Jean Moore Edwards ’69
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60
Shelley Marks ’81
Laura Mountcastle ’74
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Deborah Bell Spoehel ’75, P’14
Mary Holley Uihlein ’40 +
Helen Potter Wagner ’75
Emily R. Wick P’15
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
+ deceased
HEAD’S CIRCLE  
($50,000 +)  
In honor of the Head of School for giving at the highest level

Ann Watson Bresnahran ’69  
Sarah Gates Colley ’75  
Lorinda Payson de Roulet ’47, P’70  
Jean Moore Edwards ’69  
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56  
Sara Kellogg Goodrich  
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.  
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10  
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60  
Diana Waud Kruglick ’53 +  
David O. MacKenzie W’55 +  
Jacqueline Mars P’83  
Laura Mountcastle ’74  
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85  
Ann and J. Christopher Reyes P’16  
Deborah Bell Spoehel ’75, P’14  
Donya Nagib Soriano ’90  
Robin Hunziker Smith ’73  
Donya Nagib Soriano ’90  
Deborah Bell Spoehel ’75, P’14

THE HORAS AUREAS SOCIETY  
($10,000 +)  
In honor of the School’s motto, “Nullas Horas Nisi Aureas”

Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19  
Elizabeth Sivage Clark ’67, P’04  
Ximena Eleta de Sierra ’83  
Lindsay P. N. Flynn ’05  
Susan S. Ford ’63  
Lucy Rosenberg Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21  
Barbara Thomas Kennedy ’69  
James W. Kinnear W’47, P’69, ’71  
Melissa Holden and William R. Lewis P’22  
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77  
Anne Sprole Mauk ’69  
Lillian Irani Mueller ’77  
Melanie and Todd Panavaggio P’21, ’24  
The Rangarajan Family  
Molly and Thomas Rutledge  
The Scripps Family Fund for Education and the Arts  
Emma Simon ’89  
Robert H. Spilman P’76 +  
Elizabeth Smith van Gemenen ’77, P’07, ’09  
Meera Visvanathan and Eric Widmer  
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation  
William Caspar Graustein Memorial Fund

THE ETHEL WALKER SMITH SOCIETY  
($5,000 +)  
In honor of the School’s founder, Ethel Walker Smith

Anonymous (2)  
Jennifer Alter Abt ’89  
Phoebe Haffner Andrew ’56  
Margaret and Ian T. Bail P’05  
Roberta Gerstell Bennett ’53  
Ariana Rockefeller Bucklin ’01  
Whitney A. de Roulet Bullock ’70  
Rebecca and Robert Caiaze P’21  
Christine and Kevin Chessen P’17  
Rebecca and G. Munroe Covell P’01, ’03  
Natalie and David Corbett P’21  
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60  
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70  
Mary Gardner Gates ’60  
Elizabeth F. Greenberg ’10  
Miriam A. Greenberg P’10  
Ann O’Hara and Scott Hedges P’21  
Sarah Brand Kelly ’79  
Jan Mactier ’68  
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20  
Sarah-Jane McCarthy ’80, P’21  
Ruth Cummings Mead ’47  
Pamela Webster Murphy ’94  
Katharine S. O’Brien P’82, ’84  
Kelly O’Connor Pasquucci ’79  
Suzanne Patterson ’53  
Jean Tilt Sammis ’57  
Susan and Joseph B. Sappington P’06, GP’24  
Mary Bebel Schinke ’81  
Robin Hunziker Smith ’73  
Donya Nagib Soriano ’90  
Deborah Bell Spoehel ’75, P’14

THE 1911 SOCIETY  
($1,911 +)  
In recognition of the year of the School’s founding

Jean Reddy Armour ’45  
Lynn Thurston Brountas ’55  
Jean Waller Brune GP’17, ’19  
Cathearine Conway Coleman ’70  
Katharine Dusenbury ’80  
Susan Nichols Ferriere ’69  
Phyllis Richard Fritts ’60  
Melissa Gaffney ’90  
Elizabeth Jack Ghriskey ’63  
Gertrude Mertens Goff ’46  
Ruth Harrison Grobe ’69  
Mary Cobey Hallissey ’01  
Mary Lorillard Halsted ’77  
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand ’65  
Constance and C. Hugh Hildepes P’85  
Holly Hulburt ’67  
Pamela Kelley Hull ’46  
Carol Hoffman Jason ’75  
Mary Gorter Krey ’77  
Alicia Sternberg-Llanos and Ricardo Llanos P’21  
Melela Wegner Lowry ’81  
Eliza David Massarc ’92  
Valerie and Geoffrey Maynard P’19, ’22  
Alison McCay ’72
Rose Marie and Philip McLoughlin P’98  
Payne Payson Middleton ’45  
Gabriela Milmo ‘82  
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56  
Alice Kerr Moorhead ’61  
Martha Scott Mouer ’69  
Audrey Nevins ’73  
Leslie Halland Newman ’66  
Wendy French Nolan ’67  
Gretchen Orschied  
Kathryn McCarthy Nolan ’75  
Jeanette Poillon ’75  
Kathryn Auchincloss Porter ’54  
Esther Pryor ’85  
Mary Beth Rettger ’81  
Libby and Peter Ridgley P’22  
Catherine Clark Shopneck ’72  
Tania Whitman Stepanian ’60  
Kimberly and Douglas Zeytoonjian P’21

The Cluett Society  
($1,000 + )

To commemorate the original Cluett Dormitory given in memory of Emily Cluett, Class of 1919, by her family

Anonymous  
Karen Bisgard Alexander ’54  
Jennifer and Christian Auger P’25, ’26  
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82  
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr ’69

Suzanne Chapin Berl ’64  
Nancie Magee Bourne ’53, P’77, ’82  
Christopher L. Brigham  
Claudia Ramsland Burch ’68  
Virginia Jones Bush ’60  
Anne Crandall Campbell ’78  
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare  
Gillian Reighley Christensen ’69  
Cynthia Clasgens ’70  
Christina Dillon Cohen ’85  
Mary Laub Cowan ’69  
Pamela Mixter Cunningham ’60  
Barbara O. David P’92  
Leonor Lobo de Gonzalez ’51  
Amy and Jeffrey Dixon P’21, ’24  
Leander Altifois Dolphin ’95, P’24  
Diane Solomon Doppelt ’75  
Colleen and Eric Doshna P’21  
Mollie Stark Eckelberry ’48, P’82  
Stephanie Economu ’77  
Effie Ioannidou and George Fares P’22, ’24  
Juliet Ward Flood ’77  
Elizabeth Gemmill ’63  
Hilary Walker Hotchkiss ’75  
Lange Family Foundation II  
Suzanne Frey Luethemeyer ’61  
Christopher Lunding  
Lynn Sheppard Manger ’59  
Dina and Colin Mazzola P’21  
Martha Bloch McLanahan ’58  
Sandra Rohde McNamee ’84  
Gayethri Narayanswamy and Swathantha Melekote P’22  
Lucille and Lane Morrison P’93  
Mary Mountcastle ’72  
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55  
Carol Keeney Munro ’56  
Barbara Gurr and Steve Nims P’22  
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18  
Anne and Steven Pelayo P’20

Kim Pereira  
Ellen Corroon Petersen ’60  
Julie Lange Peyton ’67  
J. Brian Potts P’22  
Elizabeth Rauch Raintoff ’53  
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13  
Pamela Safford ’81  
Theodore Shafer P’21  
Elizabeth Arienti Sloane ’83  
Julia Darling Spahr ’61  
Jane Bassett Spilman P’76  
Nancy Hathaway Steenburg ’68  
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P’18, ’21  
J. Randall Furlong Street ’57  
Elizabeth Sudler ’77  
Kerry Henehan Tharpe ’91  
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C.

The Pepper Pot Society  
($250 to $999)

The Pepper Pot Society, for young alumnae classes up to and including their 10th Reunion.

Gita F. Nodoushani ’16  
Samantha Thomas ’11  
Alena E. Zafonte ’15

The Maypole Society

Senior Class donors giving their class year amount or greater. (Example: $20.20 for the Class of 2020)

Olivia Steber ’21  
Brianne Vega ’20  
Emily Vitali ’20

† Deceased
Consecutive Giving Honor Roll 2019-2020

The Ethel Walker School honors loyal individuals who have given consecutive gifts to the School over a period of time. We salute you for your faithful and stalwart support of Walker’s and its mission.

25 YEARS +

Anne Dobbin Bailliere ’59
Karen Polier Bdera ’79
Constance Lavino Bell ’48, P’72, ’75, GP’12, ’14
Roberta Gerstell Bennett ’53
Suzanne Chapin Beli ’64
Lucia Bryant Blanchard ’65
Margot Campbel Bogert ’60
Nancie Magee Bourne ’53, P’77, ’82
Sarah Schade Bowman ’74
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Whitey A. de Roulet Bullock ’70
Judith and Alan Bush P’86
Lisa Smith Cashin ’71
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Elizabeth Sivage Clark ’67, P’04
Sarah Gates Colley ’65
Carolyn Foley ’65
Jane Cole Graves ’45
Suzanne Hartt ’77
Elizabeth Palmer Higgins ’74
Nancy King Howe ’57
Lucy Rosenberry Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Tracey Kamberer ’79
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60
Mary Stout Lawrence ’59
Jocelyn Allan Linke ’48
Dorothy Hirsch Loebl ’45
Valerie Stoddard Loring ’55
Suzanne Frey Luetkemeyer ’61
Jacqueline Mars P’83
Sarah Crosskey Marvin ’81
Alison McCall ’72
Sandra Rohde Mcnamee ’84
Ruth Cummings Mead ’47
Janet Henning Miller ’68
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Leslie Hailand Newman ’66
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons ’75
Suzanne Patterson ’53
Letitia McClure P’55, P’85
Shannon Young Ray ’80
Jennifer Rodts ’86
Deborah Safford P’81, ’84
Jean Tilt Sammis ’57
Staley Cayce Sednaoui ’76
Rachel Jenkins Sherrill ’51
Elisabeth Dobbin Sherwood ’57
Julia Darling Spahr ’61
Nancy Hathaway Steenburg ’68
Susan Storer ’71
J. Randall Furlong Street ’57
Jane McCurrach Talcott ’54
Shirley McKeever Tanner ’47
Christine Nichols Tredway ’46
Betty Richards Tripp ’54
Helen Potter Wagner ’75
Diana Goss Ward ’47
Jane Cunningham Warriner ’45
Florence Forgan Wheeler ’42
Susan Salant Wierdmsa ’55
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Terese Tremann Williams ’55, P’80
Richard T. Wright P’86

20-24 YEARS

Susan Bienwith Arbios ’74
Gabriela Porta Beecher ’91
Gillian Reighley Christensen ’69
Rebecca and G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Julia Blodgett Curtis ’58
Ruth Harrison Grobe ’69
Kate Crichton Gubelmann ’67
Sarah Schutt Harrison ’55
Margaret Holley ’62
Elizabeth Hansson Lawlor ’71
Meleda Wegner Lowry ’81
Anne Sprole Mauk ’69
Rose Marie and Philip McLoughlin P’98
Laura Mountcastle ’74
Joan Berg Mullen ’46
Alden Calmer Read ’48
Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Emma Simon ’89
Vicky Singer P’93, ’96
Sarah Blair Smith ’70
Gretchen Swibold P’78
Katharine Swibold ’78
Vanessa Gualanni-Malardi Wilcox ’74

15-19 YEARS

Margaret Ashforth ’84
Clarissa and Alan Basch P’15
Kathleen and F. Donald Brigham P’82, ’85
Anne Claudell Campbell ’78
Christina Dillon Cohen ’85
Clive K. Connor P’05
Mollie Stark Eckelberry ’48, P’82
Barbara Nash and Patrick Flynn P’05
Lindsay P. N. Flynn ’05
Emily Forman ’02
Shari and Michael Galvin P’14
Julie and Jeremy Gresh P’12
Frieda P. Jacobs ’71
James W. Kinnear W’47, P’69, ’71
Connie Morales ’92
Constance Bell Moser ’72
Jill Gillette Reydel ’51
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt ’59
Caroline Stein Shohet ’57
Deborah Bell Spoehel ’75, P’14
Joan Gilbert Thayer ’50

10-14 YEARS

Sadie and Arjumund Abid P’03
Pheobe Haffner Andrew ’56
Betsy Ballenger ’71
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Elizabeth Elkington Barr ’69
Susan Churchhill Bowman ’72
Christopher L. Brigham
Virginia Jones Bush ’60
Wendy Ross Carothers ’71
Marion Linen Dawson Carr ’58
Paulette Castillo ’73
Sage Dunlap Chase ’62
Frances Haffner Colburn ’54
Elizabeth Hubbard Cook ’44
Marcia Corbin ’62
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60
Wendy Hodgkins Delorey ’83, P’20 and
Christopher J. Delorey P’20
Harriet Blee Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21, ’23
Deborah Bard Dewing ’66
Leander Altfois Dolphin ’95, P’24
Mimi and Paul Duran P’18
Joan Ferguson Ellis ’47
Cynthia Smith Evanisko ’71
Mary Melvin Fleming ’75
Lisa Harrington Foote ’72
Louise Gabrielle ’81
Mary Gardner Gates ’60
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56
Elizabeth Jack Griswold ’63
Swan McLean Grant ’39, P’71
Mary Fentress Grumhaus ’57
Mary Cobey Hallissey ’01
Lee-Ann and Mitchell Harris P’13
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand ’65
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56
Laurie and Robert H. Hine P’16
Katherine R. Hypolite-MacMannis ’04
Jill Englund Jensen ’72
Elizabeth Thornton Jolly ’79
Cynthia Emerson Keefer ’70
N. Quinn Keeler ’83
Anne Kennedy ’80
Barbara Thomas Kennedy ’69
Anne Wakefield Leck ’62
Charlotte Weidelin Lenzer ’05
Catherine Smith Leonard ’62
Janet Taylor Lisle ’65
Norma Kent Lockwood ’49
Suzanne Piela and Stacy Maddern P’22
Lynn Sheppard Mander P’11
Elizabeth Thornton Jolly ’79
Sandra S. Mcgill ’66
Susan McWilliams ’80
John Monagan
Mary Mountcastle ’72
Emily Agnew Nelson ’63
Emily Agnew Nelson ’63
Audrey Nevins ’73
Grace and Jeffrey Niland P’15, ’18
Brittany Coons Noble ’02
Katharine S. O’Brien P’82, ’84
Carol Bruenner Parker ’66
Mary Gibbs Piper ’57
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Mary Beth Rettger ’81
Jeanne Ballentine Riegel ’53, P’83
Susan and David A. Riggles P’18
Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Emily Rossiter ’96
Pamela Safford ’81
Anne Brainard Schmitt ’64
Deborah Flagg Smith ’85
Robin Hunziker Smith ’73
Blair Beuttas ’88
Anne and Rodman R. Black, Jr. P’03
Marie Herkert Bogdanovic ’79
Jean Waller Brune GP’17, ’19
Aimee Murdock Burke ’89
Madeline Christensen Cadwell
Isabel Ceballos
Christine and Kevin Chessen P’17
Karen Cook ’73
Natalie and David Corbett P’17
Victoria M. Daguerre-Bradford ’13
Cristina and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
Clarissa Yantis Downey ’53
Katharine Dusenbury ’80
Effie Ioannidou and George Fares P’22, ’24
Kimberly Bourne Fisher ’77
Lori-Jean and Wayne P. Foster P’17
Scott Frey
Mary Goodyear Glenn ’62
Seddon Kelly Beaty ’64
Jenny Belknap ’90
Blair Beuttas ’88
Anne and Rodman R. Black, Jr. P’03
Mary handheld Bogdanovic ’79
P’21
Suzanne Sivage Borland ’64, P’91
Jean Walker Brune GP’17, ’19
Aimee Murdock Burke ’89
Madeline Christensen Cadwell
Isabel Ceballos
Christine and Kevin Chessen P’17
Karen Cook ’73
Natalie and David Corbett P’17
Victoria M. Daguerre-Bradford ’13
Cristina and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
Clarissa Yantis Downey ’53
Katharine Dusenbury ’80
Effie Ioannidou and George Fares P’22, ’24
Kimberly Bourne Fisher ’77
Lori-Jean and Wayne P. Foster P’17
Scott Frey
Mark Fuller
Ashley and Stephen R. Gaddis P’18
Mary Gooyear Glenn ’62
Margaret and Jon Gooch P’24
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Sarah Skinner Hart ’44
Bryn Frank Harty ’72
Suzette Scott Hearn ’74
Michelle and David Helmin P’19
Ann Clevenger Henahan ’51
Courtney Hornberger ’01
Hilary Walker Hotchkiss ’75
Holly Huiburd ’67
Anne E. Hull P’79, ’85
Katherine Murphy Ingle ’69
E. Nathaniel Johnson
Whitney Williams Jones ’82
Samara M. Khaliqu ’00
Jane du Pont Kidd ’57 and Barron U. Kidd
Alexis R. King ’17
Mary Gorter Krey ’77
Diana Waud Kruglick ’53
Jennifer and Joseph T. Lardner P’18, ’23
Yvette Larrieu ’80
Bethany Wood-Leidt and William Leidt P’13
Jean McIntire Leuchtenburg ’43
Olivia S. Lovelace ’74
Shayna Cohen Lucian ’93, P’20, ’21 and
Mario Lucian P’20, ’21
Alexander Lunding
Christopher Lunding
Kelly and Sigmund Majka P’19
Barbara Mayer Marks ’54
Shelley Marks ’81
Patricia and Omar Meguid P’17
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Marion Flinn Moulton ’88
Carol Keeney Munro ’56
Emilee O’Brien ’13
Peggy and G. Peter O’Neill, Jr.
Ann O’Reilly ’80, P’17
Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco ’79
Idabelle J. Paterson ’17
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19
Jessica Bartolini Patras ’95
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18
Grace and Joseph Petracca P’19, ’22
Julie Lange Peyton ’67
Lela Schaus Philip ’79
Esther Pryor ’85
Chelsea B. Regan ’13
Tracey S. Reiffer ’82
Anne and J. Christopher Reyes P’16
Corlene Cathcart Rhoades ’82
Ethyl Worthington Riley ’35
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Carol and Martin Ross P’18, ’19
Eleanor Ross ’16
Debbie and Bernard Rosselli P’98
Jane Shanbolt Saca ’69
Sahba Sadegh-Vaziri ’82
Dorothy Kirmse Scarlett ’70
Barbara Johnston Schechter ’74
Holly and Donald Shanly P’19
Judith and Thomas H. Shannon P’07
Gail and James Shelton P’12
Steven Shubat P’15
Eleanor S. Speers ’16
Robert H. Spilman P’76
Elizabeth S. Spoehel ’14
Patricia Day Storm ’57
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P’18, ’21
Elizabeth Sudler ’77
Artemis E. M. Talvat ’14
Eleanor Taylor ’89
Ann Thornton P’77, ’79
Elizabeth Smith van Gemeren ’77, P’07, ’09
Tyler Varsell
Cynthia T. Vega ’82
Meera Viswanathan and Eric Widmer
Gwendolyn Walker ’85
Patricia Connors Warrender ’60
Glenn Shannon Whipple ’54
Nicole Paquet Whitehead ’01
Emily R. Wick P’15
Gretchen and Frederick Wiershma P’18
Gwendolyn Wood Wisely ’96
Emily M. Wood P’85
Linda Roberts Zinn ’63

5-9 YEARS
Alexandra Badger Airth ’83
Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Jean Reddy Armour ’45
Gina and Timothy L. Ballard P’11
Je Banach
Talia A. Basch ’15
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GATES FAMILY BOWL
The Gates Family Bowl was established in 2002 by Sarah Gates Colley ’75, trustee and then chair of the Advancement Committee, in honor of her parents, John and Christine Gates, and her family’s longstanding relationship with The Ethel Walker School. The bowl is awarded to the Reunion Classes that raise a gift to the Annual Fund for Walker’s of $100,000 or more. Congratulations to the Classes of 1960 and 1975 who raised $147,916 and $112,836 respectively!

ELIZABETH NASH MUENCH ’55 TRAY
The Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55 Tray is awarded annually to the Reunion Class that has achieved the highest level of Annual Fund participation. Hooray Sunray to the Class of 1945 where 50% of the class made a gift in honor of their reunion!

ALUMNAE BOARD SOCIAL ACTION AWARD
During Reunion Chapel, the Alumnae Association awards the Alumnae Board Social Action Award to seniors who “have demonstrated a concern for issues of social inequality and have acted on their concerns through actively promoting awareness or participating in community service, activism, or social entrepreneurship intended to advance positive social change.” 2020 recipients are Alaina Vermilya ’20 and Ella Samson ’20.

THE FOLLOWING AWARDS ARE ALSO GIVEN DURING REUNION WHEN CLASSES ACHIEVE THE CRITERIA:

Established in 1994, the Class of 1944 Bowl is awarded to the Reunion Class(es) that raise a gift to the Annual Fund for Walker’s between $50,000 and $74,999.

The Terese Treman Williams ’55 Bowl was established in 2000 in recognition of Terese Treman Williams’ remarkable, generous, and dedicated achievements on behalf of Walker’s. The Bowl is awarded to the Reunion Class that raises a gift to the Annual Fund for Walker’s between $75,000 and $99,999. Congratulations to the Class of 1955 who raised $93,846.28.
THE MARGOT TREMAN ROSE '80 DISTINGUISHED ALUMNAE AWARD

The Margot Treman Rose '80 Distinguished Alumnae Award is The Ethel Walker School’s highest honor given to Walker’s graduates. It is presented to alumnae of the School who best exemplify Margot Rose’s attributes, ensuring that her work, dedication, and influence will be remembered now and always. When awarded, it will honor alumnae who, by their devotion and talent, elevate the work of their profession; who influence their community; or who give extraordinary service to their School. The award has been endowed in Margot’s honor by her mother, Terese Treman Williams ’55, and her stepfather, Joseph Williams.

PAST WINNERS
2019 – Yolanda Eleta de Varela ’81
2018 – Amey Amory DeFriez ’45+
2017 – Katharine (Kit) O’Brien Rohn ’82
2016 – Harriet Blees Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21
2015 – Sarah Gates Colley ’75
2014 – Ann Watson Bresnaham ’69 and Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
2013 – Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
2011 – Deborah Williams MacKenzie ’55
2010 – Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
2007 – Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
2005 – Margot Treman Rose ’80

+ deceased

REUNION CLASS ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S PERFORMANCE TOTALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of</th>
<th>FY20 Class AFFW Giving</th>
<th>FY20 Class AFFW Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>$ 30,000</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>$ 6,000</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>$ 2,750</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>$ 93,846.28</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>$ 235,577</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>$ 3,645</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>$ 21,320</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>$ 112,836</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>$ 12,570.58</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>$ 9,076</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>$ 8,011</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$ 1,840</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$ 420</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$ 7,586</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$ 705.30</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$ 70.20</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reunion classes raised $546,253.36 total dollars for AFFW
Reunion classes raised 30% of total AFFW dollars
Reunion alumnae accounted for 19% of total AFFW donors

AFFW: Annual Fund for Walker’s
Alumnae Donors

The alumnae of The Ethel Walker School are the backbone of our giving program. Their loyalty and generosity to their alma mater is shown through their donations. We gratefully acknowledge and thank our alumnae for all they do for their School.

(Participation percentages and Annual Fund gift totals reflect unrestricted giving.)

1935 — Reunion!
CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN: $111,914
Ethel Worthington Riley +

1937
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 50%
Adele Harman Waggaman +

1939
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 20%
Swan McLean Grant

1940
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 50%
Mary Holley Uihlein +

1942
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 50%
Florence Forgan Wheeler

1943
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 50%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $225
Jean McIntire Leuchtenburg
Joan Woodford Russo

1944
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $75
Elizabeth Hubbard Cook
Sarah Skinner Hart

1945 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 58%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $6,000
Anonymous
Jean Reddy Armour
Hannah Griffith Bradley +
Jane Cole Graves +
Dorothy Hirsch Loebl
Payne Payson Middleton
Sally Whiteley

1946
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 58%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,561
RESTRICTED GIVING: $2,000
Gertrude Mertens Goff
Pamela Kelley Hull
Lydia Stone Lauderdale
Millicent Fox Mailliard
Joan Berg Mullen
Anne Buffinton O’Brien
Christine Nichols Tredway
Elaine Johnson Wold

1947
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 36%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $10,750
RESTRICTED GIVING: $141,378
Lorrinda Payson de Roulet
Joan Ferguson Ellis
Ruth Cummings Mead
Shirley McKeever Tanner
Diana Goss Ward

1948
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 36%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $26,700
Constance Lavino Bell
Mollie Stark Eckelberry
Jocelyn Allan Linke
Alexandra Potts Pool
Alden Calmer Read

1949
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $300
Nancy Hart
Norma Kent Lockwood

1950 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 19%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $2,750
Audrey Fentress Gorter
Joan Gilbert Thayer
Ellen Carroll Walton

1951
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 23%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,008
RESTRICTED GIVING: $467
Jacqueline Marx Barnett
Leonor Lobo de Gonzalez
Ann Clevenger Henahan
Jill Gillette Reydel
Rachael Jenkins Sherrill

1952
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 5%
Dorothy Scullin Cabot

1953
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 39%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $15,090
RESTRICTED GIVING: $556,706
Roberta Gerstell Bennett
Nancie Magee Bourne
Clarissa Yantis Downey
Joan Grafmueller Grier
Helen Frost Hale
Diana Waud Kruglick +
Winifred Crane Mackey
Suzanne Patterson
Elizabeth Rauch Rainoff
Jeanne Ballentine Riegel
Mimi Wriedt

1954
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 37%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $5,161
Karen Bisgard Alexander
Frances Haffner Colburn
Mary Stein Dominick
Pauline Barnes Hester
Barbara Mayer Marks +
Helen Harvey Mills
Kathryn Auchincloss Porter
Betty Richards Tripp
Jane McCurrauch Talcott
Glenn Shannon Whipple

1955 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 46%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $93,846
RESTRICTED GIVING: $1,000
Lynn Thurston Broutnas
Carol Large Calhoun
Jenny Stewart Chandler
Sally Mason Ellison
Sarah Schutt Harrison
Valerie Stoddard Loring
Betina O’Neil Lyons
Elizabeth Nash Muench
Letitia McClure Potter
Susan Salant Wiersmsa
Terese Tremen Williams

1956
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 28%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $28,833
RESTRICTED GIVING: $49,677
Phoebe Haffner Andrew
Aileen Turnbull Geddes
Adrienne Massie Hill
Barbara Bidwell Manuel
Gail Sheppard Moloney
Carol Keenev Munro
Lorna Sargeant Pfaelzer
Barbara Richards Pitney

1957
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 41%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $12,065
Mary Fentress Grumhaus
Nancy King Howe
Jane du Pont Kidd +
Angeline Drell
Mary Gibbs Piper
Jean Titt Sammis
Elisabeth Dobbin Sherwood
Carolyn Stein Shohet
Patricia Day Storm
J. Randall Furlong Street
Abigail Trafford

+ DECEASED
1958
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 21%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,875
Barbara Welles Bartlett
Julia Blodgett Curtis
Marion Linen Dawson Carr
Frances Steward Ingraham
Martha Bloch McNamara
Karen Fitkin Swensrud

1959
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 31%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $12,845
RESTRICTED GIVING: $200
Lea Osborne Angell
Anne Dobbin Bailliere
Sally Harrison Foster
Michele du Pont Goss
Mary Brown Jackson
Lucy Rosenberry Jones
Mary Stout Lawrence
Margaret Lindsay
Winifred Baker Mackall
Lynn Sheppard Manger
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt

1960 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 47%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $235,577
RESTRICTED GIVING: $3,000
ENDOWMENT GIVING: $2,000
Beverly Vander Poel Banker
Margot Campbell Bogert
Christy Hoffman Brown
Virginia Jones Bush
Pamela Mixter Cunningham
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing
Harriet Blees Dewey
Gretchen Miller Elkus
Margaret Field
Phyllis Richard Fritts
Mary Gardner Gates
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg
Ellen Corroon Petersen
Tania Whitman Stepian
Patricia Connors Warrender
Abra Prentice Wilkin
Marilyn Hodges Wilmerding

1961
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 16%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $4,186
Leslie Bucklin Haines
Suzanne Frey Luetkemeyer
Alice Kerr Moorhead
Robin Gorham Sedgwick
Julia Darling Spahr

1962
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 25%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,550
Sage Dunlap Chase
Marcia Corbin
Dinah Day
Mary Goodyear Glenn
Margaret Holley
Anne Wakefield Leck
Catherine Smith Leonard
Harrah Lord
Judith Moser

1963
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 24%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $13,894
RESTRICTED GIVING: $5,000
Robin Frost Bessin
Cheryl Clark Chalmers
Susan S. Ford
Elizabeth Germill
Elizabeth Jack Chrisley
Mary French Jackson
Emily Agnew Nelson
Linda Roberts Zinn

1964
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 14%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $9,396
RESTRICTED GIVING: $250
Seddon Kelly Beatty
Suzanne Chapin Berl
Suzanne Sivage Borland
Lavinia Chase
Dorothy Ferguson Corbiere
Anne Brainard Schmitt
Anne Fuller Wall

1965 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 22%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $3,645
RESTRICTED GIVING: $105
Anne Westcott Bigalow
Lucia Bryant Blanchard
Sarah Elting Doering
Carolyn Foley
Shelley Rea Gilbert
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand
Judith Coburn Klein
Janet Taylor Lisle
Diana Dyer Watson

1966
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 21%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $2,350
RESTRICTED GIVING: $1,000
Tucker Etherington Anderson
Deborah Bard Dewing
Patricia Tierney Falkenhagen
Susan Hewitt Fischer
Susan Lins Jackson
Leslie Hailand Newman
Carol Brunner Parker
Janet Stott
Sheila Canby Voss

1967
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 16%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $12,296
RESTRICTED GIVING: $3,732
Elizabeth Sivage Clark
Kate Crichton Gubelmann
Holly Hulburd
Caroline Baldwin Lewis
Caroline Adams Muller
Wendy French Nolan
Julie Lange Peyton

1968
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 21%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $8,800
RESTRICTED GIVING: $2,262
Claudia Ramsland Burch
Merrill Ware Carrington
Mary Jane Levy Dickson
Catherine McKee Donovan
Jan Mactier
Janet Henning Miller
Kimberley Smith Niles
Barbara McPherson Sanders
Nancy Hathaway Steenburg
Kim Matthews Wheaton
Anne Colt Williams

1969
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 43%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $144,123
RESTRICTED GIVING: $1,000,404
Barbara Arnold
Frances Arnold
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr
Ann Watson Bresnaham
Gillian Reighley Christensen
Mary Laub Cowan
Molly Cox-Chapman
Katherine Dresnner
Jean Moore Edwards
Susan Nichols Ferriere
Ruth Harrison Grobe
Katherine Murphy Ingle
Barbara Thomas Kennedy
Gurukirn Khalsa
Cate Lord
Anne Sprole Mauk
Martha Scott Mouer
Jane Shanbolt Sacasa
Lisa Pagliaro Selz
Mary Jane Stolte
Pennell Whitney
Marion Bierwirth Woolam

1970 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 38%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $21,320
Wendy Wenk Adams
Allison Snyder Brates
Tablot Smith Briggs
Whitney A. de Roulet Bullock
Fendine Clagett
Cynthia Glassens
Catharine Conway Coleman
Mary Morehouse Ethington
Gail Chandler Gaston
Lise Gerhard
Victoria Lee Covington Graham
Cornelia Guest
Carla Hall
Stefani Hultar
Cynthia Emerson Keever
Kathleen McCombe
Dorothy Kirmse Scarlett
Sarah Blair Smith
Sarah Stott
Tina Tiedtke
1971
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $36,050
Betsy Ballenger
Wendy Ross Carothers
Lisa Smith Cashin
Cynthia Smith Evanisko
Frieda P. Jacobs
Elizabeth Hanson Lawlor
Susan Storer

1972
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 17%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $6,377
Susan Churchill Bowman
Eleanor Henning Clark
Lisa Harrington Foote
Kathryn Loomis Harris
Beryn Frank Harty
Jill Englund Jensen
Alison McCall
Constance Bell Moser
Mary Mountcastle
Catherine Clark Shopneck

1973
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 14%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,775
RESTRICTED GIVING: $7,000
Monica Sheehan Bennett
Paulette Castillo
Karen Cook
Audrey Nevins
Robin Hunziker Smith
Karen Thompson
Katharine Winship

1974
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $84,685
Susan Bierwirth Arbios
Sarah Schade Bowman
Suzette Scott Hearn
Elizabeth Palmer Higgins
Darby Tench Leicht
Olivia S. Lovelace
Laura Mountcastle
Barbara Johnston Schechter
Vanessa Guerrini-Maraldi Wilcox
Carolyn Wyeth

1975 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 20%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $112,836
RESTRICTED GIVING: $65,000
Diane Solomon Doppelt
Mary Melvin Fleming
Hilary Walker Hotchkiss
Carol Hoffman Jason
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons
Doris Pendleton
Jeanette Poillon
Deborah Bell Spoehel
Sarah Royce Stevenson
Helen Potter Wagner

1976
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $700
Ruth Banta
Pamela Forsyth
Lisa Weber Greenberg
Ourania Koutsoukos
Megan Rogers Miller
Carol Lee O’Connor
Staley Cayce Sednaoui

1977
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 44%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $41,140
RESTRICTED GIVING: $5,650
Stephanie Economu
Todd Taylor Estes
Kimberly Bourne Fisher
Juliet Ward Flood
Lisa Bourget Frisbie
Lisa Lorillard Halsted
Suzanne Hartt
Lisa Moore Henzelman
Meredith Maurer Hutchison
Beryl Kammerer
Mary Gorter Krey
Caroline Lovell
Cecily Chilton Matthai
Annfaye Sterneberg Milkes
Lillian Irani Mueller
Fraser Nelson
Cynthia Niel Odell
Patricia O’Reilly
Jamie Kyte Sapoch
Elizabeth Sudler
Hilary Thornton
Linda Matalon Truppman
Elizabeth Smith van Gemeren
Bathsheba Veghte
1978
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 19%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $74,178
RESTRICTED GIVING: $300
Elizabeth Hoodes Bender
Ellen Krimmel Besobrasov
Anne Crandall Campbell
Elizabeth Swarengen Cerullo
Helen Hummer Feid
Dorothy Hall
Jennifer Hermann
Sarah Johnson
Kimberly Brown Morrow
Ashley Lickle O’Neil
Annabelle Reid
Ellen Fauver Reimer
Katharine Swibold
Susan Griffin Yonkers

1979
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 29%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $12,222
RESTRICTED GIVING: $3,089
Karen Baldwin
Karen Polcer Bdera
Marie Herkert Bogdanovics
Dana Cooper
Anne Haviland Cullen
Elizabeth Thornton Jolly
Tracey Kammerer
Sarah Brand Kelly
Cynthia Reed Klein
Mary Ann Kelly MacDonald
Henrietta Cheng Mei
Kemble Lickle O’Donnell
Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco
Mary Derbyshire Petty
Lela Schaus Philip
Katherine Jones Stillwell
Catherine Terry Taylor
Jane-Byrd Wiley Terlizzi
Elizabeth Brown Warters

1980 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 28%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $12,570
RESTRICTED GIVING: $25
Katharine Bowring Coyle
Emily Davis-Knight
Stephanie Davison
Elizabeth Dinkel
Katharine Dusenbury
Linda Loteckiza Gilbert
Anne Kennedy
Yvette Larrieu
Mary Leisure
Sarah-Jane McCarthy
Susan McWilliams
Cassandra Sperry Ordway
Ann O’Reilly
Martha Nevins Pawanasar
Pamela Platt
Shannon Young Ray
Margot Treman Rose
Maria Veghte
Deana Washburn

1981
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 22%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $49,426
RESTRICTED GIVING: $500
Elizabeth Paschal Alrick
Robin Lorton Danell
Nancy Alexander Doyal
Elizabeth England
Margaret S. Filoon
Louise Gabrielle
Anne Herr
Meleda Wegney Lowry
Shelley Marks
Sarah Crosskey Marvin
Elizabeth A. Peyton
Mary Beth Rettger
Pamela Safford
Mary Bebel Schinke
Amy Storrow

1982
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 31%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $211,182
RESTRICTED GIVING: $1,550
Alexandra Bisbee
Valerie Hodgson Callender
Jean Brigham Chant
Jill Keffer Crowe
Tricia Tourville Dave
Ashley Bourne Dewey
Lee C. Gowen
Whitney Williams Jones
Gabriela Milmo
Susan Jensen Rawles
Tracey S. Reifler
Corlene Cathcart Rhoades
Katharine O’Brian Rohn
Loel Benisch Romeo
Karen Simmons Rose
Sahba Sadegh-Vaziri
Lucinda Atkins Sheffield
Tracey Flach Shiel
Jamie Patterson Valentine
Cynthia T. Vega
Jennifer Schnabel Wedemeyer
Caitlin Nammack Weissman
Hooey Stewart Wilks

1983
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $45,950
Alexandra Badger Airth
Jennifer McDonough Albanesi
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey
Lorna MacDougall Denham
Lynn O’Keefe Egan
Ximena Eleta de Sierra
Karen Birnie Garzon
N. Quinn Keeler
Leontina Marcotulli
Elisabeth Holmes McKean
Alina de la Sierra Murphy
Elizabeth Arienti Sloane

1984
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 9%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $42,750
Margaret Ashforth
Vivien Carrera-Justiz Brown
Elizabeth Dodd Callahan
Catherine T. Kenney
Sandra Rohde McNamee
Caroline O’Brien Thomas

1985 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 48%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $9,076
Maria Aixala
Elizabeth Pryor Bradley
Christina Dillon Cohen
Shannon Shupack Corcoran
Jill David
Lynn Fisher
Caroline Frazier
Elizabeth Potter Giddings
Tracy Himmel Isham
Anne Kotovic Huber
Lanya Sydorick Jones
Silvia Jovel
Shinta Widjaja Kamdani
Constance Kossaly
Cynthia Lewis
Alexandra de Casteja Mahony
Gwendolyn Noto O’Connor
Mary Olazabal
Esther Pryor
Anne Roe
Deborah Flagg Smith
Leila Wood Stahr
Robin Raff Taylor
Shauna Turnbull
Kathleen Brigham Uberuaga
Emiliana Vegas
Gwendolyn Walker
Stacy Winkel
Patricia Zimmerman

1986
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 5%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $375
Hillary Bush
Hilary Getman Pearson
Jennifer Rodts

1987
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $800
RESTRICTED GIVING: $250
Ailsa Veit Foulke
Margaret Lamb
Olivia Burr Slutzky
Wendy Smith
Julia Wilcox
1988
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 16%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,215
Blair Beuttas
Margaret Meinert Eschbach
Danielle Domingue Garde
Veonous Martin Jacoues
Constance Mellon Kapp
Melissa Jackson Loree
Marion Flinn Moulton
Marsha Tharakan
Carrie Viko Wilcox

1989
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 9%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $23,175
RESTRICTED GIVING: $200
Jennifer Alter Abt
Aimee Murdock Burke
Marsha Davis
C. Sara L. Minard
Emma Simon
Eleanor Taylor

1990 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 21%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $8,011
Jenny Belknap
Melissa Gaffney
Maria Teresa Guiliani
Karen Quiros Holder
Amy Melnicsak
Helen Morgan O’Shaughnessy
Kerry Scott Pokorny
Brooke Gaffney Redmond
Donya Nagib Soriano

1991
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 14%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,825
Gabriela Porta Beecher
Caterina Henriquez Bern
Elizabeth Borland Blodgett
Karissa Perez-Rubio Levy
Hailey Potter
Kerry Heneghan Tharpe

1992
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 24%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $2,936
Catherine Beach
LaDawn Lanier Hightower
Eliza David Massaro
Connie Morales
Whitley Ram Schoeny

1993
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 10%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,500
Amanda Eastman
Patricia J. Haigh
Mimi Morrison Harrison
Shayna Cohen Luciani
Glenna McMahon

1994
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 3%
Pamela Webster Murphy

1995 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 17%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,840
RESTRICTED GIVING: $50
Dwane Parkes Agosto
Sara Berg
Leander Altifois Dolphin
Julie Marr Monroe
Jessica Bartolini Patras
Carlo Santiago-DeJesus
Nicole Lewenson Shargel
Shayna Whyte-Huguley

1996
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 17%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,575
Carey Aiossa
Amanda Lotstein Bluestone
Nicole Hart Dunn
Courtney Massenberg
Kristen Mlences
Camille Obering Musser
Emily Rossiter
Gwendolyn WoodWisely

1997
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 11%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $650
Alicia Kelly Benedetto
Karen Crowe
Nevon Muhammad
Katherine Flanagan Shoss

1998
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 9%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $275
RESTRICTED GIVING: $1,250
Brooke Berescik-Johns
Johanna McLoughlin Cahoon
Meredith Davison
Christine Issidoro
Jackie Harris Mercurio
Jennifer Soderburg

1999
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $375
Shannon Lenz Guidotti
Jillian Ventura Nolan
Joanna Holdredge Seaver

2000 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 10%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $420
RESTRICTED GIVING: $400
Emily B. Cole-Chu
Samara M. Khalique
Suzanne L. Korff de Gidts
Erlin N. Lemkey
Allison M. Quigley
Jamiah N. Tappin

2001
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,470
Mary Cobey Hallissey
Ashley Coster Harrison
Alicia Little Hodge
Courtney Hornberger
Ariana Rockefeller
Nicole Paquet Whitehead

2002
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 8%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $600
ENDOWMENT: $200
Emily Forman
Brittany Coons Noble
Margaret Schwartz

2003
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 7%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $560
Windy Black Jansen
Elizabeth Cobey Simonton
Emily Lawrence Walberg

2004
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 8%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $550
Elizabeth Acorn
Breanne Evans
Katherine R. Hypolite-MacMannis

2005 — Reunion!
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,586
RESTRICTED GIVING: $7,400
ENDOWMENT: $5,000
Katherine Rodriguez Colone
Lindsay P. N. Flynn
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner
Mariana Rossell
Ting Chu-Richardson Waymouth
Lindsay Wolcott

2006
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 4%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $150
Diane M. LaPosta
Alle Shane

2007
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 2%
Kelly Tran

2008
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 2%
Amelia M. Chafee

2009
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 4%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $150
Amanda K. Petruskevicius
Spencer L. Waybright

2010 — Reunion!
RESTRICTED GIVING: $5,000
Elizabeth F. Greenberg
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>AFFW Participation</th>
<th>Annual Fund for Walker's</th>
<th>Restricted Giving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>$85</td>
<td>$275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>$22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>$2,600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>$705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>$160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>$280</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>$168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2011:
- Kelsey A. Ballard
- Samantha E. Eley
- Emily R. Kessler
- CodyAnn Patrnav
- Samantha Thomas

2012:
- Melody Altschuler
- Eda E. Bell
- Michelle E. Coster

2013:
- Heather M. Carey
- Amy R. Crescimanno
- Victoria M. Daguerre-Bradford
- Sam Gonzalez
- Nicole T. Gregory
- Allison L. Harris
- Ameena Makhdoomi
- Hannah Meehan
- Madison Morsch
- Emilee O'Brien
- Jill E. O'Brien
- Chelsea B. Regan
- Paige Williams-Rivera

2014:
- Caroline A. Calandro
- Elizabeth S. Speoehel
- Artemis E. M. Talvat
- Sierra J. Yanaway

2015:
- Talia A. Basch
- Emily Maudlin
- Madeline N. Niland
- Lillian W. Reynolds
- Eleanor Ross
- Lauren M. Schwarz
- Chloé S. Silverman
- Kestrel Thorne-Kaunelis
- Sumner C. Wick
- Alena E. Zafonte

2016:
- Mackenzie Hine
- Mary Kelley
- Lian Nicholson
- Juliana M. Patelli
- Georgia C. Paul
- Eleanor C. Shea
- Eleanor S. Speers

2017:
- Samantha F. Chessen
- Awele N. Chukwura
- Alexis R. King
- Idabelle J. Paterson
- Eshita Rahman
- Lycia M. Yanaway
- Weijia Zhang

2018:
- Margaret Ashley
- India Awe
- Hope Cushman
- Calista Duggan
- Keeley M. Duran
- Mia Santina Farnella
- Laurel C. L. Gaddis
- Ella C. Gotbaum
- Amanda E. Joseph
- Isabel K. Lardner
- Monique M. Pace
- Holly E. Paul
- Caroline M. Strapp
- Eliza Wetmore
- Margaret C. Wierdsma
- Jingyi Yan

2019:
- Elisabeth Helmin
- Jillian Jones
- Isabella Manganiello
- Rebecca Morris
- Daniela Ramirez
- Caroline Stent

2020:
- Brianna Vega
- Emily Vitali
Parents and Grandparents

Each year the parents of students, parents of alumnae, and grandparents of students and alumnae show their support of The Ethel Walker School through generous gifts. Their appreciation of the School affirms our mission and ensures the continuation of the excellence of a Walker’s education.

Parents and Grandparents of Seniors

Naomi and Jeffrey Bravin P’20
Ursula and Bob Cleaver P’20
Janet and Stanley Cohen P’93, GP’15, ’16, ’18, ’20, ’21
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey ’83, P’20 and Christopher J. DeLorey P’20
Ashton Holt P’20
Xiao Xu and Haining Huang P’20
Robyn and Peter Lawlor P’20
Shaya Cohen Luciani ’93, P’20, ’21 and Mario Luciani P’20, ’21
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
April and Luke Martin P’20
Anne McRavey P’20
Kim and Scott Morrison P’20
Anne and Steven Pelayo P’20
Niurka Rivera and Elvis Tejada P’20
Karina and Andrew B. Sabol P’20
Nancy and John Sabol GP’20
Diane and Jerry Sheldon GP’20, ’23
Julia and David P. Sheldon P’20, ’23
Carmen and Pedro Vega P’20
Melissa and Martin M. Vega P’24
Louis Vitalli P’20
Kathryn and Stephen Williams P’20
Beverly and Gregory Wolf P’20
Rong Li and JingYuan Zhou P’20

Current Parents

Lisa Gross Arnold and Mark Arnold P’22
Jennifer and Christian Auger P’25, ’26
Melanie Awe P’18, ’22
Danielle and Gavin Binzer P’21
Kelli and Christopher Birk P’23
Naomi and Jeffrey Bravin P’20
Rebecca and Robert Caiaze P’21
Ursula and Bob Cleaver P’20
Natalie and David Corbett P’21
Stacey and Salvatore D’Aquilla, III P’21
Antoinette and Nicholas de Wolff P’23
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey ’83, P’20 and Christopher J. DeLorey P’20
Amy and Jeffrey Dixon P’21, ’24
Tiffany and Moshine Donelson P’25
Colleen and Eric Doshna P’21
Alexis and Paul Dowd P’23
Denise and Brian Edelman P’26
Effie Ioannidou and George Fares P’22, ’24
Teri and Gary J. Franz P’23
Jenny and Christopher French P’22
Liz Isaacs and Stephen Furia P’25
Margaret and Jon Gooch P’24
Christina and Daniel Grech P’23
Mary and Nicholas Greggains P’21
Veena Raghuvir and Ryan Haug P’22
Ann O’Hara and Scott Hedges P’21
Ashton Holt P’20

Xiao Xu and Haining Huang P’20
Anne Hunt P’22
Tammy and Christopher Johnson P’22
Britt-Marie Cole-Johnson and Craig Johnson P’25
Catherine T. Kenney ’84, P’25 and Michael Vogel P’25
Monia and Jules Kouami P’22
Patricia and Henry D. Krupnikoff P’23
Mona Lake P’23
Jennifer and Joseph T. Lardner P’18, ’23
Robyn and Peter Lawlor P’20
Dan and Theresa Lawry P’25
Karen and Victor Lawson P’25
Melissa Holden and William R. Lewis P’22
Alicia Sternberg-Llanos and Ricardo Llanos P’21
Nerfi and Rafael Lois P’21
Shaya Cohen Luciani ’93, P’20, ’21 and Mario Luciani P’20, ’21
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
April and Luke Martin P’20
Kara Dame and William Mason P’21
Valerie and Geoffrey Maynard P’19, ’22
Dina and Colin Mazzola P’21
Sarah-Jane McCarthy ’80, P’21
Anne McRavey P’20
Gayathri Narayanswamy and Swathantha Melekote P’22
Evelyn Mendez-St Louis P’21
Monica Bellomo and Jose Morales P’25
Kim and Scott Morrison P’20
Tammi Morton P’25
Mirela and Gilman Mucaj P’21
Daniele and Jacob Ness P’24, ’25
Molly S. Newberry P’22
Barbara Gurr and Steve Nims P’22
Kelly and Jeffrey Olvert P’21, ’22
Catherine and Paul O’Meara P’23
Mary and Thomas J. Oneglia P’25
Melanie and Todd Pancavage P’24, ’24
Anne and Steven Pelayo P’20
Grace and Joseph Petrarca P’19, ’22
Suzanne Peia and Stacy Maddern P’22
J. Brian Potts P’22
Libby and Peter Ridgley P’22
Niurka Rivera and Elvis Tejada P’20
Susan C. Leggett and Denny E. Robinson P’21
Karina and Andrew B. Sabol P’20
Angela and Anthony Santoro P’22
Georgette and Joseph Sappington P’24
Susan Shafer P’21
Theodore Shafer P’21
Julia and David P. Sheldon P’20, ’23
Stephanie Musso-Shemo and Robert Shemo P’21
Sage Steele P’21
Parents of Alumnae

Sadia and Arjumund Abid P’03
Stephanie and Larry Acom P’04
Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Patricia and Anthony W. Neidlinger P’00
Bettina P. Murray P’88
Lucille and Lane Morrison P’93
Radikha and Dennis Morris P’19
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Rebecca and Terrence Milka P’08
Patricia and Omar Meguid P’17
Rebecca and Terrence Milka P’08
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Radikha and Dennis Morris P’19
Lucille and Lane Morrison P’93
Bettna P. Murray P’88
Patricia and Anthony W. Neidlinger P’00
Grace and Jeffrey Nilsland P’15
Anne Buffinton O’Brien ’46, P’76
Kelly and Sigmund Majka P’19
Jacqueline Mars P’83
Rose Marie and Philip McLaughlin P’98
Patricia and Omar Meguid P’17
Rebecca and Terrence Milka P’08
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Radikha and Dennis Morris P’19
Lucille and Lane Morrison P’93
Bettna P. Murray P’88
Patricia and Anthony W. Neidlinger P’00
Grace and Jeffrey Nilsland P’15
Anne Buffinton O’Brien ’46, P’76
Katharine S. O’Brien ’82, ’84
Ann O’Reilly ’80, P’17
Keisha S. Palmer P’18
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18
Elizabeth and Theodore S. Peyton P’81
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Sandra and John Quinlan P’16
Renata and Anthony J. Ranaldi P’18, ’20
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Anne and J. Christopher Reyes P’16
Jeanne Ballentine Riegel ’53, P’83
Susan and David A. Riggles P’21
Carole and Martin Ross P’18, ’19
Debbie and Bernard Rosselli P’20
Sidney Russell P’22
Barbara Safdodd P’81, ’84
Deborah Safdodd P’81, ’84
Susan and Joseph B. Sappington P’06, GP’24
Michelle and Thomas Sawyer P’13
Barbara and Nicholas Schaus P’79
Philip K. Schenck P’88
Sally Schreier P’81
Randall Schwartz P’10
Suzanne and David H. Schweitzer P’10, ’19
Holly and Donald Shanly P’19
Judith and Thomas H. Shannon P’07
Gail and James Shelton P’12
Steven Shubat P’15
Leslie and Steven Silverman P’15
Vicky Singer P’93, ’96
A. L. Smith P’88
Bessie and Tom Speers P’16
Robert H. Spilman P’76
Deborah Bell Spooheh ’75, P’14
Marilyn and Gregory Stent P’19
Gretchen Swibold P’78
Ann Thornton P’77, ’79
Robin and Daniel P. Towle P’08
Elizabeth Smith van Gemeren ’77, P’07, ’09
Jennifer Schnabel Wedemeyer ’82, P’16
Emil R. Wick P’15
Gretchen and Frederick Wiersma P’18
Terese Treman Williams ’55, P’80
Emily M. Wood P’85
Richard T. Wright P’86
Ying Li and Wendong Xu P’15
Dana and Terry Yanaway P’14, ’17
 Roxanne Zarmsky P’19

Grandparents of Students and Alumnae

Constance Lavino Bell ’48, P’72, ’75, GP’12, ’14
Jean Waller Brune GP’17, ’19
Janet and Stanley Cohen P’93, GP’15, ’16, ’18, ’20, ’21
Harriet Blees Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21,
Charlotte Goodwin GP’14
Larry Griffiths GP’21
Lucy Rosenberry Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Penelope and John Maynard GP’19, ’22
Lorna Sargeant Pfaelzer ’56, GP’20
Susan and Robert Ridgley GP’22
Nancy and John Sabol GP’20
Susan and Joseph B. Sappington P’06, GP’24
Diane and Jerry Sheldon GP’20, ’23
Flo Van Cara GP’23

+ DECEASED
Foundations, Corporations and Matching Gifts

 Foundations

Anonymous
Afeld Family Charitable Fund
Aurora Foundation
Baltimore Community Foundation
Bay Branch Foundation
Bessemer Trust
Bindon Foundation
Caiaze Family Charitable Fund
The Carl and Toby Sloane Family Foundation
Cashin Family Fund
The Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Memorial Foundation
CKM Charitable Fund
Cleveland-H. Dodge Foundation, Inc.
The Dallas Foundation
Dijonius Family Foundation
The Eisner Charitable Fund, Inc.
The Emily Hall Tremaine Foundation Inc.
Fidelity Charitable
Firmen Fund
The Gordon F. Linke & Jocelyn B. Linke Foundation
Gorter Family Foundation
H. E. Thompson Foundation
Hickory Hill Foundation
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
The Irani Family Foundation
J. Christopher and Anne N. Reyes Foundation
J.P. Morgan Charitable Giving Fund
The James E. and Constance L. Bell Foundation
James W. Thornton Family Foundation
JBM-ABA Charitable Lead Trust
John and Nancy Sabol Foundation
Jones Family Foundation
The Julien L. McCall Foundation
Kevin & Christine Chessen Revocable Trust
The Knapp Fund
Lange Family Foundation II
Lucy Rosenberry Jones Charitable Trust
The Allan and Ann Mactier Charitable Foundation
Margery Holley Uhllein Fund
The McAfee Foundation, Inc.
McCarthy-Bjaklund Foundation
Mills Bee Lane Memorial Foundation
National Christian Foundation of South Florida
Nelson Mead Fund
The New York Community Trust
Pasadena Community Foundation
The Patrina Foundation
Patterson Family Charitable Foundation
The Pennyghael Foundation, Inc.
Peter R. & Cynthia K. Kellogg Foundation
The Prentice Family Fund
Rauh Rainoff Foundation
Rencourt Foundation, Inc.
The Richard Foundation
The Ridgely Revocable Trust
Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
S. Spencer Scott Fund, Inc.
Schwab Charitable
The Selz Foundation, Inc.
Stephanie and Lawrence Flinn, Jr. Charitable Trust
The Stocker Foundation
The Tharp Family Foundation, Inc.
The Rutledge Family Foundation
The Scripps Family Fund for Education and the Arts
Thomas M. & Esther C. Flanagan Charitable Trust
Triskeles Foundation
United Technologies Charity Trust Acct
United Way of Central and Northeastern Connecticut
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
WestWind Foundation
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
William Caspar Graustein Memorial Fund
Woodland Foundation, Inc.
United Way of Greater Waterbury
United Way of Rhode Island
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
WestWind Foundation
The Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Memorial Foundation
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
The Wingmead Trust
The Wolverine Foundation
Woodland Foundation, Inc.
Zickler Family Foundation

Matching Gifts, Vendors, and Corporations

Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Amica Companies Foundation
Bassett Furniture Industries
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Brookside Bagels
Cleveland-H. Dodge Foundation, Inc.
Corning Incorporated Foundation
Fidelity Charitable
Fiduciary Trust of New England
General Reinsurance Services Corporation
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
Marie Christine Tiedtke Trust
Mills Bee Lane Memorial Foundation
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
Network for Good
Poillon-Brescia Family Fund of the BOA Charitable Gift Fund
Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
Russell Speeder’s Car Wash
Triangle Manufacturing
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C.
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
YourCause, LLC

Endowment and Centennial Gifts

Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60
Lindsay P. N. Flynn ’05
Barbara Nash and Patrick Flynn P’05
Brittany Coons Noble ’02
Anne and J. Christopher Reyes P’16
Ethel Worthington Riley ’35 +
Barbara McPherson Sanders ’68
Robert H. Spilman P’76 +

+ DECEASED
Gifts to Horizons at
The Ethel Walker School

Corina Alvarezdelugo
Monica Aspiarto
Aurora Foundation
Je Banach
Clarissa and Alan Basch P’15
Katherine Bellantoni
Bob’s Discount Furniture Charitable Foundation
Molly Bouffard
Kathryn Bratslavsky
Cory Brewer
Christopher L. Brigham
Brookside Bagels
Madeline Christensen Cadwell
Caroline A. Calandro ’14
Isabel Ceballos
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Christine and Kevin Chessen P’17
Emily Coffin
Janet and Stanley Cohen P’93, GP’15, ’16, ’18, ’20, ’21
Naomi Cohen
Connecticut Health Foundation
Contours Hair & Spa
Maribel Corbett
Natalie and David Corbett P’21
Ana Curameng
Elisa Del Valle
Millicent Dunn
Lauren Fine
Mario J. Florez
Valeria Florez
Full Circle Fit
Dutchess Gray
Lashae Greene

Lauren Griffin
Sean Grimes
Suzanne Fawbush and Chris Grisanti
Mackenzie Hine ’16
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
Anthony Hulme
Tereada Hyatt
Ironwood Capital Holdings, LLC
Lauren Johanson
Chandra Karhu
Elissa Lafranconi
Brigitte Leschhorn
Liquid Nirvana
Christiane Lombardi
Les Lorant
Alexander Lunding
Christopher Lunding
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
Marcum LLP
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77
Daniel Meyers
Eduardo Miranda
Emily Mitchell
Evangelia Molfetas
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
John Monagan
Radhika and Dennis Morris P’19
New England Pasta Company
Molly S. Newberry P’22
Gita F. Nodoushani ’16
Jodi and Anthony Oh
Sandy Palala
Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco ’79
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18

Kim Pereira
Esther Pryor ’85
Kathleen Quinlan ’16
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Kathleen Riefin
Roger J. Roche, Jr.
Katharine O’Brien Rohn and Robert Rohn ’82
Carol and Martin Ross P’18, ’19
Russell Speeder’s Car Wash
The Rutledge Family Foundation
Suzanne and David H. Schweitzer P’10, ’19
The Scripps Family Fund for Education and the Arts
Diane and Jerry Sheldon GP’20, ’23
A. L. Smith P’88
Celia Smith
Jane Snowden
Kristin Spandow
Jennifer Steadman
Olivia Steber 2021
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P’18, ’21
Kimberly and David Thacker P’24
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C.
Darci Vallez
Tyler Varsell
Melissa and Martin M. Vega P’24
Vincent Funeral Home, Inc.
Meera Viswanathan and Eric Widmer
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
Frank P. Williams
Kimberly and Douglas Zeytoonjian P’21
Faculty and Staff, and Friends

We extend a special thank you to the faculty, staff and friends of The Ethel Walker School for their generous support.

Faculty and Staff

Corina Alvarezdelugo
Je Banach
Benjamin Barker
Clarissa and Alan Basch P’15
Kristen Blat
Randi Booth
Kathryn Bratslavsky
Heather Bucknam
Suzanne Buenaventura
Madeline Christensen Cadwell
Ellyn and Darrell Carrington P’02
Isabel Ceballos
Alice M. Chrysal
Carol Clark-Flanagan and Thomas M. Flanagan P’93, ’97
Mary Beth Conley
Shauna Corley
Cristina and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Elisa Del Valle
Jade Dennett
Mimi and Paul Duran P’18
Sarah Edson
Kati Eggert
Maureen Fiedler P’95, ’98
Marissa Forde
Scott Frey
Mark Fuller
Shani and Michael Galvin P’14
Margaret and Jon Gooch P’24
Elizabeth F. Greenberg ’10
Julie and Jeremy Greshin P’12
Alexandra Noél Grisanti
Mr. Michael Guzman
Elizabeth A. Hall
Lee-Ann and Mitchell Harris P’13
Michelle and David Helmin P’19
Laurie and Robert H. Hine P’16
Anne Hunt P’22
Princess Hyatt
Nishette Isaac
Melissa Jarvis
E. Nathaniel Johnson
Linda and Kenny Langmeier
Laurie J. MacAlpine P’08
Lucy McLaughlin
Daniel Meyers
Ms. Kathleen Minahan
Emily Mitchell
John Monagan
Megan Mulhern
Daniele and Jacob Ness P’24, ’25
Kristin F. Nicolle
Brendan O’Dwyer
Gretchen Orschiedt
Mallory Greene Pasquariello
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18
Kim Pereira
Suzanne Pielea and Stacy Maddern P’22
Kathleen Pillsbury
Sandra and John Quinlan P’16
Renata and Anthony J. Ranaldi P’18, ’20
Catherine Reed
Susan and David A. Riggles P’18
Michelle and Thomas Sawyer P’13
Joanna Holdredge Seaver ’99
Chris Semk
Julia and David P. Sheldon P’20, ’23
Joan E. Skelley
Kimberly and David Thacker P’24
Cheri Soule Torpey
Justin Treado
Tyler Varsell
Meera Viswanathan and Eric Widmer
Jennifer Wall
Ann Marie Ware

Friends

Rosalind and Walter Bernheimer
Margaret H. Bonz
Christopher L. Brigham
Christopher Cassimus
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Barbara and Paul E. Davis
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Barbara Johnson
John Johnson
Dominique Lake
Lynn Stailey and Martin Linsky
David O. MacKenzie W’55
Meg S. Mahoney
Peggy and G. Peter O’Neill, Jr.
Susan J. Perillo
Patricia Pruett
The Rangarajan Family
Sam Richards
Kenneth S. Schwartz
Dorothy Silverherz
Maribeth Stent
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
Perry Wilson
Teresa Younger

Gifts-in-Kind

Bob’s Discount Furniture Charitable Foundation
Brookside Bagels
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Contours Hair & Spa
Dramatists Play Service
Liquid Nirvana
Louise Edelman and Samuel Edelman P’05
Full Circle Fit
Melissa Holden and William R. Lewis P’22
Marcum LLP
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77
Mirela and Gilman Mucaj P’21
New England Pasta Company
Esther Pryor ’85
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Russell Speeder’s Car Wash
Linda and Neal Strohmeyer P’21
Gretchen Swibold P’78
**Tributes 2019-2020**

**In Memory of**

Allison Bradley Agee ’85  
Silvia Jovel ’85  
Barbara Balch Arnold ’42, P’69, ’73  
Barbara Arnold ’69  
Emily Broidrick ’98  
Jennifer Soderburg ’98  
Meredith Davison ’98  
Walter Davison P’95, ’98  
Beatriz de la Sierra ’86  
Alina de la Sierra Murphy ’83  
Amey Amory DeFriez ’45, P’67, ’69  
Emily Rossiter ’96  
Frances Barber Dorrance ’42, P’69, ’71, ’74  
Elizabeth Hanson Lawlor ’71  
Christine Gates P’73, ’75  
Gretchen Ochsiedt  
Lois Johnson Hughes ’74  
Elizabeth Palmer Higgins ’74  
Vanessa Guerini-Maraldi Wilcox ’74  
Nancy Felton Hughes ’78  
Elizabeth Hoodes Bender ’78  
Mujeeb Khalique and Abdul Khalique P’00  
Samara M. Khalique ’00  
Barbara Mayer Marks ’54  
Betty Richards Tripp ’54  
Karen Bisgard Alexander ’54  
Nora Cooney Marra ’78  
Elizabeth Hoodes Bender ’78  
Dorothy Hall ’78  
Helen Hummer Feid ’78  
Dorothy McCullough ’43  
Wendy Wenk Adams ’70  
Natalie G. Mitchell  
Barbara Bidwell Manuel ’56  
Gordon and Mary R. S. Nelson  
Betsy Ballenger ’71  
Patricia O’Reilly ’77  
Jimmie Pendleton  
Doris Pendleton ’75  
Olga Ramirez  
Daniela Ramirez ’19  
G. G. Russell  
Catherine T. Kenney ’84, P’25 and Michael Vogel P’25  
Madeleine Sala Salster  
Catherine McKee Donovan ’68  
Katharine Swibold ’78  
Catherine T. Kenney ’84, P’25 and Michael Vogel P’25  
Darby Tench Leicht ’74  
Cate Lord ’69, P’96  
Caroline O’Brien Sobieski ’57  
Patricia Day Storm ’57  
Zenit Soto ’03  
Emily Lawrence Walberg ’03  
Anne M. Strong ’62  
Catherine Smith Leonard ’62  
Sarah Wadsworth ’78  
Elizabeth Hoodes Bender ’78  
Caroline P. Walker  
Janet Stott ’66  
Lynn Drury Womsley ’59  
Mary Stout Lawrence ’59

**In Honor of**

Elizabeth Acorn ’04  
Stephanie and Larry Acorn P’04  
Leah K. Anathan ’92  
Patricia and Thomas Anathan P’92  
Grace and Lawrence Becker  
Catherine McKee Donovan ’68  
Melissa Bernardo  
Colleen and Eric Doshna P’21  
Whitney A. de Roulet Bullock ’70  
The Patrina Foundation  
Ellyn and Darrell Carrington P’02  
Marsha Davis ’89  
Betty Castillo  
Paulette Castillo ’73  
Carol Clark-Flanagan and Thomas M. Flanagan P’93, ’97  
Monique M. Pace ’18  
Idabelle J. Paterson ’17  
Deborah Flagg Smith ’85  
Class of 1945  
Payne Payson Middleton ’45  
Class of 1953  
Jeanne Ballentine Riegel ’53, P’83  
Class of 1954  
Helen Harvey Mills ’54  
Class of 1960  
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60  
Class of 1967  
Julie Lange Peyton ’67  
Class of 1970  
Talbot Smith Briggs ’70  
Class of 1977  
Fraser Nelson ’77  
Linda Matalon Truppman ’77  
Class of 1980  
Katharine Bowring Coyle ’80  
Elizabeth Dinkel ’80  
Katharine Dusenbury ’80  
Cassandra Sperry Ordway ’80  
Pamela Platt ’80  
Class of 1981  
Pamela Safford ’81  
Class of 1985  
Stacy Winkler ’85  
Class of 1990  
Melissa Gaffney ’90  
Class of 1995  
Carol Santiago-DeJesus ’95  
Jessica Bartolini Patras ’95  
Class of 2000  
Suzanne L. Korff de Gidts ’00  
Allison M. Quigley ’00  
Class of 2008  
Amelia M. Chafee ’08  
Class of 2018  
Hope Cushman ’18  
Calista Duggan ’18  
Class of 2020  
Corina Alvarezdelugo
Chris Semk
Beverly and Gregory Wolf P’20

Julia Sheldon P’20, ’23
Caroline A. Calandro ’14

Kelsey A. Shelton ’12
Gail and James Shelton P’12

Dorothy Silverherz
Elizabeth Acorn ’04
Alicia Kelly Benedetto ’97
Nevon Muhammad ’97

Caroline Stent ’19
Maribeth Stent

Elizabeth Hubbard Stott ’37, P’66, ’70
Janet Stott ’66

Bernita and Ralph Sundquist
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey ’83, P’20 and
Christopher J. DeLorey P’20

Katharine Swibold ’78
Gretchen Swibold P’78

Cheri Soule Torpey
Monique M. Pace ’18

Jessica C. Towle ’08
Robin and Daniel P. Towle P’08

Clive Tucceri ’05
Clive K. Connor P’05

Quinn Van Cara ’23
Flo Van Cara GP’23

Liyanni Vazquez ’20
Madeline Christensen Cadwell

Alaina Vermilya ’20
Madeline Christensen Cadwell

Meera Viswanathan and Eric Widmer
Elisa Del Valle
Lynn Staley and Martin Linsky
Gretchen Orschiedt
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82
Sam Richards
Betty Richards Tripp ’54

Emily Vitali ’20
Elisabeth Helmin ’19
Louis Vitali P’20

Jennifer Wall
Monique M. Pace ’18
Holly E. Paul ’18

William Westney
Katharine Swibold ’78

Amy Wheeler and Timothy Reny
Elisa Del Valle
The Ethel Walker Heritage Society

The Ethel Walker Heritage Society was established to celebrate and honor those women and men who have chosen to make gifts to The Ethel Walker School through a bequest. Throughout Walker’s long history, bequest gifts have been the largest source of investment income to the School. Ethel Walker’s personal philanthropy through planned giving reflects this generosity of spirit. She has been an extraordinary benefactor to the School having shaped the School with her vision from its founding moments and now into perpetuity. Her demonstration of planning for the future helped to realize her philanthropic ambitions. It is a fitting tribute that our planned giving society bears her name. We invite other alumnae, parents and friends to share in Ethel Walker’s ambitions and commitment to an extraordinary education for girls and consider joining her and many others by creating a planned gift.

The Ethel Walker Heritage Society

Lynn Allegraert ’64
Joan Garver Anderson ’57
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Rebecca and G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Clive K. Connor P’05
Sharon and John B. Davies P’96, ’00
Leonor Lobo de Gonzalez ’51
Amey Amory DeFriez ’45, P’67, ’69 +
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Ruth Harrison Grobe ’69
Kate Crichton Gubelmann ’67
Constance and C. Hugh Hildesley P’85
Sarah Hoffman Jason ’75
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10

Moorhead C. Kennedy W’52
Diana Waud Kruglick ’53 +
David O. Mackenzie W’55 +
Martha Bloch McLanahan ’58
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Leslie Hailand Newman ’66
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Elizabeth Rauch Rainoff ’53
Ethel Worthington Riley ’35 +
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Mary Bebel Schinke ’81
Robert H. Spilman P’76 +
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Terese Treman Williams ’55, P’80
Nancy Cooper Young-Williams ’48, P’70

+ DECEASED
No fundraising program can succeed without the dedication of its volunteers. Alumnae, parents, grandparents, and friends of The Ethel Walker School once again joined together to ensure the realization of our 2019–2020 goals. To them all, we extend a heartfelt thank you.

**AdVANCEMENT COMMITTEE BOARD MEMBERS**
Chad Alfeld ‘P’19  
Sarah Gates Colley ’75, Emerita  
Lindsay Flynn ’05  
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05  
Shelley Marks ’81, Committee Chair  
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77  
Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco ’79  
Gitte Pedersen-Botero P’21  
Tisha McClure Potter ’55, P’85, Emerita  
Kit O’Brien Rohn ’82  
Pamela Safford ’81  
Emma Simon ’89  
Linda Strohmeyer P’21

**Annual Fund for Walker’s Volunteers**
Sarah Gates Colley ’75, Emerita  
Leander Dolphin ’95  
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05  
Eliza Massaro ’92  
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77  
Kit O’Brien Rohn ’82  
Ella Ross ’05  
Emma Simon ’89  
Katharine Swibold ’78  
Emiliana Vegas ’85

**Alumnae Board**
Eda “Ellie” Eleanor Bell ’12  
Nina Chukwura ’17  
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60  
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey ’83, P’20  
Sarah Elting Doering ’65  
Nicki Hart Dunn ’96  
Alicia Little Hodge ’01  
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05  
Belia Mangiandelio ’95  
Eliza Pell David Massaro ’92  
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82  
Tracey Reifler ’82  
Mahori Shigeta ’10  
Katharine Swibold ’78  
Jamiah Tappin ’00  
Cynthia T. Vega ’86  
Eliza Wetmore ’88  
Shayna Whyte-Huguley ’95  
Gwendolyn Wood Wisely ’96

**Ethel Walker School Parents Association**
Colleen Magnus P’20  
PRESIDENT  
Natalie Corbett P’21  
VICE PRESIDENT  
Shari Nastri P’21  
SECRETARY  
Beth Strapp P’18, ’21  
TREASURER  
Shayna Luciani ’93, P’20, ’21  
ALL SCHOOL COMMITTEE CHAIR  
Grace Petrancia P’19, ’22  
UPPER SCHOOL COMMITTEE CHAIR AND VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR  
Karen Donshik P’24  
MIDDLE SCHOOL COMMITTEE CHAIR  
Annie Pelayo P’20  
BOARDING AND INTERNATIONAL CHAIR  
Joe Petrancia P’19, ’22  
ATHLETICS & ARTS COMMITTEE CHAIR

**Class Correspondents**
Olivia Aker ’14  
Taryn Anderson ’14  
Carol Grady Andrews ’52  
Kelsey Ballard ’11  
Betsy Ballenger ’71  
Barbie Bartlett ’58  
Talia Basch ’15  
Karen Poicer Bidera ’79  
Emma Bedford-Jack ’05  
Alicia Benedetto ’97  
Brooke Beresnick-Johns ’98  
Brittany Camacho ’14  
Emily Casey ’07  
Sage Dunlap Chase ’62  
Dia Chigas ’67  
Jordana “Monet” Clarke ’12  
Karen Crowe ’97  
Marsha Davis ’89  
Sarah Elting Doering ’65  
Katherine Dunn ’19  
Philippa “Pip” Eschauzier Earl ’94  
Joan Ferguson Ellis ’47  
Cynthia Smith Evanisko ’71  
Vivienne Felix ’99  
Juliet “Julie” Ward Flood ’77  
Phyllis Richard Fritts ’60  
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70  
Elizabeth Porter Giddings ’85  
Susie Kleinhaus Gilbertson ’53  
Augusta “Mimi” Morrison Harrison ’93  
Jennifer “Jennie” Hetzler ’80  
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56  
Alicia Little Hodge ’01  
Holly Jackson ’02  
Sarah Keefer ’91  
Gurukirn Kaur Khalsa ’69  
Kathleen Kirby ’06  
Nita Koutsoukos ’76  
Veronica “Ron” Leger ’81  
Ameena Makhdoumi ’13  
Emily Mauldin ’15  
Ruth Cummings Mead ’47  
Eboni Moses ’06  
Caitlin Moss ’09  
Kim Niles ’68  
Idabelle Paterson ’17  
Georgia Paul ’16  
Jeanette Pelizzon ’07  
Veda Pendleton ’75  
Amanda Pitman ’90  
Tisha McClure Potter ’55  
Carolyn "Carrie" Pouch ’88  
Esther Pryor ’85  
Allison Quigley ’00  
Sandra “Sandy” Lipson Ryon ’57  
Tahira Makinson Sanders ’86  
Whitley Ram Schoeney ’92  
Deborah A. Seaman ’71  
Alle Shane ’06  
Nicole Lewenson Sharpel ’95  
Elena Miller Shoch ’59  
Lori Stewart ’87  
Caroline Strapp ’18  
Katharine Swibold ’78  
Artemis Talvat ’14  
Betty Richards Tripp ’54  
Cynthia Vega ’82  
Marielle Vigneau-Bruitt ’06  
Joanna Betts Virkler ’72  
Lisa Volg ’14  
Marianne Pettit Watt ’10  
Vanessa Guerrini-Malaldi Wilcox ’74  
Paige Williams-Rivera ’13
Hosts
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Dianne Benner
Whitney de Roulet Bullock ’70
Josephine Sasso Callahan ’80 and Peter Callahan
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Meredith Dreman ’07
Phyllis Richard Fritts ’60
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70
Leonor Lobo de Gonzalez ’51
Cecily Chilton Matthai ’77 and Bruce Matthai
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
Myrthia Moore ’78 and J. Steven Manolis
Sarah Puckhaber ’07
John and Nancy Sabol GP’20
Helen Potter Wagner ’75
Jenny Walters ’07

Regional Clubs
Elizabeth Borland Blodgett ’91
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
Alicia Little Hodge ’01
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05
Tracey Reifler ’82
Jamiah Tappin ’00

Reunion Volunteers
Mari Aixala ’85
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60
Whitney de Roulet Bullock ’70
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Heather Fay Dawson ’90
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60
Harriet Bles Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
Leander Altifois Dolphin ’95, P’24
Margaret Field ’60
Lindsay Flynn ’05
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70
Elizabeth Greenberg ’10
Jennifer Hetzler ’80
Tracy Himmel Isham ’85
Carol Hoffman Jason ’75
Jacqueline Jayson ’95
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60
Samara Khalique ’00
Caroline Kieltyka ’10
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05
Sarah-Jane McCarthy ’80
Piper Huntington Novicki ’00
Caroline Olesh ’15
Veda Pendleton ’75
Jeanette Poillon ’75
Clarissa Potter ’85
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Esther Pryor ’85
Allison Quigley ’00
Shannon Young Ray ’80
Brooke Gaffney Redmond ’90
Cathy Munson Rogerson ’75
Ella Ross ’15
Sydney Satchell ’10
Mahori Shigeta ’10
Debbie Bell Spoehel ’75
Sally Royce Stevenson ’75
Jamiah Tappin ’00
Kestrel Thorne-Kauanelis ’15
Shauna Turnbull ’85
Kathleen Brigham Uberuaga ’85
Emiliana Vegas ’85
Julie Williams Wagoner ’80
Deana Washburn ’80
Marianne Pettit Watt ’10
Shayna Whyte-Huguley ’95
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Marilyn Hodges Wilmerding ’60
Christina Wright ’85
FORMER TRUSTEES

Former members of the Board of Trustees who continue to be ambassadors for the School and its future.

Alexandra Badger Airth ’83
Renee H. Alexander P’13
Abdulatif Al-Hamad P’02
Lynn Allegaert ’64
L. Thomas Applegate P’95
Julia Whitfield Auerbach ’82
Bruce Backman P’16, ’18
David H. Badger P’83
Betsy Ballenger ’71
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Ann Barry P’14
Lawrence E. Bathgate II P’90
Timothy R. Bazemore
Stephen Becker P’15
Henry P. Becton P’69, ’70
Constance Lavino Bell ’48, P’72, ’75, GP’12, ’14
Stuart M. Bell
Robert Gerstell Bennett ’53
Julie Berard P’19
Suzanne Chapin Berl ’64
Anne Black P’03
Nancie Magee Bourne ’53, P’77, ’82
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
F. Donald Brigham P’82,’85
Lorraine Smith Brooks ’75
Wendy Buck Brown ’79
Naomi I. Bryant P’96
Claudia Ramsland Burch ’68
Joseph J. Carideo P’93
Janet Carroll ’72
David Castellani P’09
Paulette Castillo ’73
Page Chapman P’81
Elizabeth Sivage Clark ’67, P’04
G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Jeffrey W. Cook P’73, ’75
Ann Stone Costello ’68
E. Kay Cowan
Mally Cox-Chapman ’69
W. Carroll Coyne P’82, ’86
Darrell W. Crate P’19
Gizella Callender Crawford ’81
Terry Crescimanno P’08, ’13
Philip Crowe, Jr. P’97, GP’13
Robin Lorton Danell ’81
Barbara O. David P’92
John B. Davies P’96, ’00
Lorinda Payson de Roulet ’47, P’70
Sarah House Denby ’72
Ashley Bourne Dewey ’82
Ruth Z. Dougher P’89
S. Hallock du Pont, Jr. P’95
Clive L. DuVal III P’09
Margaret Field ’60
Susan Hewitt Fischer ’66
Alfred J. Fisher III P’92
Patrick Flynn P’05
Susan S. Ford ’63
Stuart Forman P’02
Robert Fowler P’12
John R. French P’83, ’87
David M. Gaffney P’90
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56
Christopher Getman P’86
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
James P. Gorter P’77
Richard Gottlieb P’93, ’96
Margaret Gray ’67
Larry Gregory P’13
Kate Crichton Gubelmann ’67
Patricia Durey Haviland ’52, P’79
Fred A. Hazlewood P’92
Elise Truebner Henning ’61
C. Hugh Hildesley P’85
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56
Mark R. Hornberger P’01
Iain Howard-Sorrell P’09
Pamela Wasley Hughes ’63
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
Lucy Rosenberry Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Ann H. Kaplan P’95
George E. Kelly, Jr. P’93, ’97
Spencer Lampert P’14
Robert C. Legler P’91
William R. Lockie P’70, ’78, ’79
Michael G. Licopantis P’84, ’87
Frances Lippincott ’76
Margaret Plunkett Lord ’47, P’69, ’71, GP’96
Shayna Cohen Luciani ’93, P’20, ’21
Russell R. MacDonnell P’96
Cynthia Cunningham Maddock ’63
Robert Magnus P’20
Lynn Sheppard Manger ’59
Anne Sprole Mauck ’69
John J. McAtee
Alison McCull ’72
Julien L. McCull P’72
Geoffrey R. McConnell P’98
Jay H. McDowell P’89
Mary Mead-Hagen ’72
Armour N. Mellon P’15
Curtis Mewbourne P’18
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
Elizabeth Yirkey Moore ’64
Myrtha Moore ’79
Lane Morrison P’93
Laura Mountcastle ’74
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Betina P. Murray P’88
Leslie Hailand Newman ’66
Celeste Royall Niarchos ’64
Dane Nichols ’64
Robert E. Nolan P’84
Katharine S. O’Brien P’82, ’84
Kemble Lickine O’Donnell ’79
G. Peter O’Neill, Jr.
Harold C. Parisen P’90
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons ’75
Kelly O’Connor Pascucci ’79
Amy Paul P’16, ’18
Gitte Pedersen-Botero P’21
Angelene Pell ’57
Amanda Pitman ’90
Patricia Pruet
Robert J. Puckhaber P’07
Elizabeth Rauch Rainoff ’53
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82
Shannon Young Ray ’80
Brooke Gaffney Redmond ’90
David N. Reid P’09

Catherine S. Roberts P’96
Marie Connors Sulger Roberts ’49, P’84
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Jean Tilt Sammis ’57
Susan Sappington P’06, GP’24
Marcia A. Savage P’86
Nicholas Schaus P’79
Staley Cayce Sednaoui ’76
Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Gail Shelton P’12
Glenn A. Sieber P’09
DeBorah Bryant Sonnenschein ’73
Donya Nagib Soriano ’90
Deborah Bell Spoehr ’75, P’14
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68
Ruth Streeter ’72
Richard P. Sullivan P’83, ’84
Susan Knapp Thomas ’80
Edith Timken P’89
Abigail Trafton ’57
Elizabeth Smith van Gemeren ’77, P’07, ’09
Cynthia T. Vega ’82
Victoria Veh ’76
Carol Watson ’90, P’23
Frederick Wiersma P’18
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Terese Treman Williams ’55, P’80
Marilyn Hodges Wilmerding ’60
Vanessa Wilson ’76
Katharine Winship ’73
William Wrigley, Jr. P’14

2019-2020 ANNUAL REPORT OF PHILANTHROPY
“My heart is filled with gratitude for all that you are making possible at Walker’s. The resilience of our community endures because of our shared devotion and belief in a uniquely Walker’s education. Your annual support ensures that our students and our School flourish, and our graduates live lives of impact and distinction — Walker’s girls are the next generation of leaders. Thank you for your generous support and loyalty.”

- Katharine “Kit” O’Brien Rohn ’82, Chair of the Board of Trustees